The authors discuss the opportunities and potential pitfalls of using foreign family founda-
Article 335 para 2 SCC providing for the prohibition of maintenance foundations is a mandatory provision of Swiss law which has not yet been assessed by the Swiss Supreme Court. The Federal Council, however, expressed the view that this provision should not be considered a mandatory provision of Swiss law. Until either the law has been amended or the Supreme Court has held that Article 335 SCC does not prevent the recognition of foreign family foundations established by Swiss residents, the risk remains that foundation assets located in Switzerland are attributed to the Swiss resident founder.
Introductory Remarks on the Effect of Forced Heirship Rules on Estate Planning for Swiss Resident Individuals
Individuals resident in Switzerland are not entirely free to whom they bequeath their estate. Swiss residents find themselves constrained by the forced heirship provisions of Article 470 et seq. of the Swiss Civil Code (SCC). Pursuant to these rules, a Individuals resident in Switzerland are not entirely free to whom they bequeath their estate. Swiss residents find themselves constrained by the forced heirship provisions of Article 470 et seq. of the Swiss Civil Code (SCC) testator leaving descendants, parents, a spouse, or a registered partner may only dispose of his or her assets up to their mandatory portion.
1 The restrictions imposed by the SCC can be quite severe: an unmarried testator leaving one or more descendants may, for example, only freely dispose over one quarter of his or her assets and must leave the remainder to the descendant(s). 2 Moreover, the forced heirship provisions under Swiss law may yield unexpected results, such as the statutory entitlement of parents, of married couples without descendants to a mandatory share of one eighth of the estate. Foreigners living in Switzerland may, depending on the inheritance laws of the country of which they are citizens, more freely dispose of their estate. This exception for foreigners, which is particularly attractive for individuals with a common law background, is a result of the Swiss conflict of law rules. Article 90 of the Swiss Private International Law Act (PILA) provides that a foreigner may submit his estate by will or by testamentary contract to the law of the states of which he is a citizen.
3 Swiss forced heirship provisions do therefore not affect the estate of a Swiss resident foreigner if the estate, by virtue of his or her choice of applicable law, is governed by a succession law that does not provide for mandatory shares of relatives or spouses. Swiss succession law provides that the same corrective mechanism that is available to heirs not receiving the amount of their mandatory portion, i.e. the action in abatement, is also available in case of certain dispositions inter vivos (such as gifts to a family foundation). Under Article 527 SCC donations that are freely revocable by the disposing person or that have been made in the last 5 years prior to his or her death are subject to an action in abatement in the same manner as dispositions upon death. Furthermore, if the disposing person transfers assets with the obvious intent to evade the restrictions concerning mandatory portions, then an action in abatement will never become barred by the statute of limitations.
The use of family foundations for the devolution of wealth over generations Under Swiss law, the legal institution that is most suitable for the devolution of wealth over generations, the Swiss family foundation, may only be validly established if its purpose is limited to cover the costs of education, endowment, support of family members or similar purposes. 4 The establishment of perpetual trusts (lat. fideicommissum) for the benefit of a family is not permitted. Zurich 1943, Art 335 N 23. 7 . A maintenance foundation (Unterhalts-/Genussstiftung) typically provides economic support to the specified family irrespective of specific needs such as the provision for costs of education or the support in distress.
Such maintenance foundations may, however, be established in various other civil and common law jurisdictions, such as Liechtenstein, Austria, Panama, the Netherlands Antilles, the Bahamas, Malta or Jersey to name just a few. These jurisdictions are not only more lenient towards the concept of maintenance foundations but some of them have also introduced provisions in their legislation preventing the heirs of the founder from using the action in abatement to claim the mandatory shares to which they would be entitled pursuant to the succession laws of their home country. An example of such a provision is Article 14 of the Panamanian law no. 25 of 12 June 1995 on Private Foundations, which states:
The existence of legal provisions in inheritance matters in the domicile of the founder or of its beneficiaries, shall not be opposable to the foundation, nor shall it affect its validity, or prevent the fulfilment of its objectives as provided for in the foundation charter or its regulations.
Due to the flexibility of foreign foundation laws, foreign family foundations are taken into consideration for domestic estate planning. The opportunities as well as the potential pitfalls, from a conflict of law and tax point of view, of using foreign family foundations in a domestic context will be outlined below. If, therefore, a Swiss resident individual establishes a foreign family foundation that holds title to real or movable property located abroad, then the validity of this foundation and its interests in the movable property or real estate are not determined pursuant to the Swiss conflict of law rules, but pursuant to the conflict of law rules of the jurisdiction under the laws of which the foundation is organized or where the property is located.
If a Swiss resident individual establishes a foreign family foundation that holds title to real or movable property located abroad, then the validity of this foundation and its interests in the movable property or real estate are not determined pursuant to the Swiss conflict of law rules, but pursuant to the conflict of law rules of the jurisdiction under the laws of which the foundation is organized or where the propertyis located 8. Article 150 para 1 PILA. 9. Article 151 para 1 PILA. 10. Article 97 PILA. 11. Article 4 PILA. Trusts & Trustees, Vol. 15, No. 5, July 2009 Recognition of a foreign family foundation under the Swiss conflict of law rules If a foreign family foundation owns movable property or real estate located in Switzerland, then the question arises of whether the family foundation is recognized pursuant to the rules of the Swiss PILA. For purposes of the Swiss conflict of law rules, a foreign family foundation is classified as a 'company' because the term 'company' in the PILA includes both organized associations of persons as well as organized units of assets.
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If a foreign family foundation owns movable property or real estate located in Switzerland, then the question arises of whether the family foundation is recognized pursuant to the rules of the Swiss PILA Pursuant to Article 154 para 1 PILA, companies are governed by the law of the State under which they are organized if they satisfy the publication or registration requirements of that law. Alternatively, if there are no such requirements, then they are organized according to the law of that State. This principle, the so called 'incorporation theory', provides for the recognition of foreign companies (and thus also for the recognition of foreign foundations) in Switzerland if they have been validly incorporated abroad and provided that:
foreign law does not produce a result which is incompatible with Swiss public policy (ordre public)
13 and mandatory provisions of Swiss law which, by reason of their particular purpose, are applicable regardless of the law designated by the PILA (so called 'loi d'application immédiate') do not apply.
14 The mandatory provisions of Swiss law which could preclude the recognition of a foreign family foundation are Article 335 para 2 SCC, prohibiting the establishment of perpetual trusts (and thereby also prohibiting the establishment of maintenance foundations), and Article 448 para 2 SCC, prohibiting the designation of two or more reversionary heirs. Due to the absence of a clarifying supreme court decision on the scope of the provisions, the question, whether these provisions constitute loi d'application immédiate or even form part of the Swiss ordre public, is the subject of several contradictory publications.
The mandatory provisions of Swiss law which could preclude the recognition of a foreign family foundation are Article 335 para 2 SCC, prohibiting the establishment of perpetual trusts (and thereby also prohibiting the establishment of maintenance foundations), and Article 448 para 2 SCC, prohibiting the designation oftwo or more reversionary heirs we concur with the view expressed by the Federal Council, that Article 335 SCC was based on antiquated moral and ideological considerations that are no longer of relevance today so that it should not be considered a mandatory provision of Swiss law
Tax consequences of the use of foreign family foundations by Swiss resident individuals
Basic principles governing the attribution of foundation assets
The Swiss tax administrations and courts have established various criteria on which they determine whether assets transferred to a foreign family foundation and the income resulting from it, are being attributed to the foundation, or to the Swiss resident founder, or to any Swiss resident beneficiaries. In principle, assets held by a legal entity such as a family foundation and the income resulting from it are taxable by the legal entity. However, in many situations courts have disregarded the legal ownership
The Swiss tax administrations and courts have established various criteria on which they determine whether assets transferred to a foreign family foundation and the income resulting from it, are being attributed to the foundation, or to the Swiss resident founder, or to any Swiss resident beneficiaries of these assets by the foundation and attributed the assets and the corresponding income to the founder and/or the beneficiaries of the foundation instead. The basis for such an attribution is the application of the abuse of law doctrine as outlined by the decision of the administrative court of St. Gallen.
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An attribution of the assets of a foundation to the founder is namely justified in the following two constellations 27 :
The founder has not divested himself permanently of his assets. This would be the case when the founder can revoke the foundation or request its liquidation with the effect that the assets would be transferred back to him. Based on the individual facts and circumstances, the founder factually controls the foundation and its assets (so called controlled foundations). Typical examples for such controlled foundations would be foundations in which the founder retains so called founders rights, entitling him to change the statutes and the by-laws at any time or even to liquidate the foundation at his discretion, or foundations, in which the board of foundation is bound to follow instructions issued by the founder by virtue of a mandate agreement between the founder and the board of the foundation. Moreover, it is likely that a court would classify a foreign foundation as a controlled foundation if the founder is simultaneously a member of the board of foundation and also a beneficiary. Similarly, if the founder has been granted broad powers, such as signatory rights on the foundation's bank accounts or a general power of attorney for the foundation, which allow him to dispose of the foundation assets as if he were the legal owner of these assets.
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An attribution of the foundation's assets and its income to the beneficiaries may occur where either the foundation or the foundation's assets are under the control of the beneficiaries.
Swiss tax consequences if a foreign family foundation is controlled by a Swiss resident founder
A foundation controlled by its founder is disregarded for Swiss tax purposes. Its assets are attributed to the founder instead. Consequently, no taxes will be imposed on the transfer of assets from the founder to the foundation as this transfer does not constitute a donation. 29 A donation would require the impoverishment of the founder as well as the enrichment of the foundation. Since for tax purposes the assets of the foundation are treated as being owned by the founder, the founder is not impoverished and neither is the foundation enriched.
A foundation controlled by its founder is disregarded for Swiss tax purposes. Its assets are attributed to the founder instead
As a result, the assets of a controlled foundation are attributed to the founder, irrespective of the foundation's legal ownership of these assets and the founder is subject to wealth tax on the assets of the foundation as well as to income tax on any income generated from them.
Distributions from the foundation to beneficiaries, other than the founder, are treated as donations from the founder to these beneficiaries. For gift tax purposes, the applicable tax rate for every distribution is therefore determined by the relationship between the founder and each beneficiary receiving a distribution. The termination of the foundation has no tax consequences if the assets are transferred back to the founder. The tax consequences resulting from the founder's death depend on the classification of the foundation following the lapse of his control:
Should the other beneficiaries have fixed interests, then the assets in the foundation will be attributed to these beneficiaries. Estate tax will therefore be imposed as if the founder had transferred these assets to the beneficiaries directly. If the lapse of the founder's powers creates an irrevocable discretionary foundation, an estate tax will be imposed as if the assets had been transferred to an unrelated person.
Swiss tax consequences if a foreign family foundation is controlled by Swiss resident beneficiaries
If a foundation is controlled by Swiss resident beneficiaries then the assets of the foundation and its income are, for tax purposes, attributed to the Swiss resident beneficiaries. Consequently, the transfer of assets from the founder to the foundation is treated as a donation from the founder to the beneficiaries. The applicable gift tax rate for the taxation of this donation is determined by the relationship between the founder and the controlling beneficiaries.
If a foundation is controlled by Swiss resident beneficiaries then the assets of the foundation and its income are, for tax purposes, attributed to the Swiss resident beneficiaries Wealth taxes and income taxes are imposed on the beneficiaries' shares in the assets of the foundation and the income resulting from them.
Distributions from the foundation to its beneficiaries have no Swiss tax consequences. Similarly a liquidation of such a controlled foundation is not taxable because the beneficiaries are, for tax purposes, already treated as the beneficial owners of the foundation's assets.
Swiss tax consequences if a foreign family foundation is established by a Swiss resident individual in the form of an irrevocable discretionary foundation
If a foreign family foundation is established by a Swiss resident individual in the form of an irrevocable discretionary foundation, then such a foundation will be recognized as a legal entity (always provided that Article 18 PILA in connection with Article 335 SCC does not prevent its recognition) by the competent tax authorities. Assuming such a foundation is recognized in Switzerland, the endowment of the foundation by the founder will be treated as a donation from the founder to the foundation. Such a donation will be subject to the cantonal gift tax of the canton where the founder is resident or where real estate transferred to the foundation is located. The applicable rate will be determined on the basis of a donation between unrelated parties. No gift tax will be imposed on such a donation, if the founder is resident in a canton that does not impose a gift tax on such transfers (gift taxes are levied in all Cantons with the exception of Schwyz and Luzern 30 ).
If a foreign family foundation is established by a Swiss resident individual in the form of an irrevocable discretionary foundation, then such a foundation will be recognized as a legal entity 30. Documentation published by the Federal Tax Administration on 1 December 2008 on the cantonal gift and estate taxes (www.estv.admin.ch/d/dokumenta tion/publikationen/dok/steuermaeppchen/erbschaft.pdf). In Luzern some municipalities levy an estate tax if the gift was made within a specific amount of years prior to the death of the donor. The foundation's assets and its income are only subject to taxation in Switzerland if either the foundation is managed in Switzerland or if the foundation owns Swiss real estate.
Distributions to Swiss resident beneficiaries are, in principle, treated as income of these beneficiaries.
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Such distributions to Swiss resident beneficiaries are not qualified as donations. According to the Swiss Supreme Court, a donation is a gratuitous inter vivos grant made with the intention to donate (animus donandi). The founder's intention in this respect is irrelevant, because following the transfer of the assets to the foundation he may no longer dispose of these assets. The determination whether there was an intention to donate is solely made on the basis of the foundation's intention. The foundation, however, lacks the intention to donate because its distribution is made according to the statues and by-laws of the foundation, i.e. in settlement of a legal obligation.
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Distributions to Swiss resident beneficiaries are, in principle, treated as income of these beneficiaries Swiss tax consequences if a foreign family foundation is established by a Swiss resident individual in the form of a non-controlled foundation with a specified class of beneficiaries
In 2004 the administrative court of Zug assessed a foreign family foundation established by a Swiss resident founder in the form of a non-controlled foundation with a specified class of beneficiaries.
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The Liechtenstein family foundation was established as a maintenance foundation. According to the statutes and by-laws of the foundation, the assets and the income of the foundation were to be distributed for the appropriate support of the descendants of the founder. The decision on whether such distributions would be made was in the sole discretion of the board of foundation. There was no indication of a mandate agreement pursuant to which the board of foundation would have been required to follow instructions of the beneficiaries.
The court held that distributions from the foundation to its Swiss resident beneficiaries were, as outlined in this section, to be treated as income.
According to the by-laws, the assets that generated this income could not be freely distributed to the beneficiaries but were reserved for the support of subsequent generations instead. Nevertheless, the court held that this qualification did not exempt these assets from being subject to the Swiss wealth tax. Moreover, it held that the position of the beneficiaries of the foundation was comparable to the position of usufructuaries. Since under cantonal tax law assets that are encumbered with a usufruct are attributed for wealth tax purposes to the usufructuaries 34 , the beneficiaries were not just taxed on actual distributions which they received but were also subject to wealth tax on their share of the foundation assets. Moreover, the court held that not just the actual distribution made to a Swiss resident beneficiary was subject to income tax but all income generated by the share of the foundation assets attributed to this beneficiary, irrespective of whether the beneficiary actually received a distribution or not. The court also held that the failure of a Swiss resident beneficiary to disclose the accounts of the foundation (in this case because the board of foundation did not release this information to the Trusts & Trustees, Vol. 15, No. 5, July 2009 beneficiaries) justified the imposition of taxes in the discretion of the tax authorities. It specifically approved the appraisal of the tax authorities, which assumed that not all of the income generated by the beneficiary's share had been distributed and also increased the income tax accordingly.
Conclusions
Unless a Swiss resident founder lives in a Canton that does not impose gift tax on gratuitous inter vivos transfers (such as the Canton of Luzern or Schwyz) the establishment of a non-controlled foreign family foundation, that is recognized as an independent taxpayer, is not without tax consequences. Gratuitous transfers to such foundations trigger gift taxes at the tax rates applying to transfers between unrelated persons, i.e. typically at the highest possible tax rates.
Unless a Swiss resident founder lives in a Canton that does not impose gift tax on gratuitous inter vivos transfers (such as the Canton of Luzern or Schwyz) the establishment of a non-controlled foreign family foundation, that is recognized as an independent taxpayer, is not without tax consequences
Instead of setting up a foreign family foundation that is recognized as an independent taxpayer (such as an irrevocable discretionary foundation), it is in most situations an alternative to establish a foreign family foundation that is controlled either by its Swiss resident founder or its Swiss resident beneficiaries. The assets legally owned by such a foundation are attributed for tax purposes either to its founder or its beneficiaries. Consequently, assets transferred to, and distributions made by, the foundation, are for tax purposes treated as being transferred directly from the founder to the beneficiaries. Because gratuitous transfers between parents and descendants are in most cantons exempt from gift and estate tax, such controlled foreign family foundations are particularly effective from a tax point of view.
It is in most situations an alternative to establish a foreign family foundation that is controlled either by its Swiss resident founder or its Swiss resident beneficiaries Foreign family foundations may thus be structured in such a way that their establishment and their endowment with assets from a Swiss resident founder does not increase the overall tax burden of the founder and the beneficiaries compared with more traditional forms of succession planning such as last wills and succession contracts. Furthermore, by obtaining a tax ruling from the competent tax authorities, the tax consequences of a particular structure can be ascertained in advance.
Foreign family foundations may thus be structured in such a way that their establishment and their endowment with assets from a Swiss resident founder does not increase the overall tax burden of the founder and the beneficiaries
The taxation of foreign family foundations is generally in line with the principles of the circular letter no. 20 of the Federal Tax Administration on the taxation of trust. 35 However, the principles governing the taxation of family foundations outlined above have not been formally agreed upon in an official circular letter but are, instead, derived from court decisions of different cantons. In our experience, economically identical succession planning structures in which the assets are held by trusts will thus receive the same treatment in the various cantons, whereas foreign family foundations might obtain a different treatment, as the cantonal tax authorities are not bound by a circular letter.
35. Actually, the circular no. 20 on the taxation of trusts, originally issued by the SSK (Swiss tax conference) as circular letter no. 30, is based on principles developed by the tax administrations and courts in the assessment of foundations.
